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Coal industry in China's energy industry structure occupies a core position, its 
production, sale, transport and efficient management of the development of the 
national economy is of great significance, Guizhou province 's mineral resources 
( such as coal resources ) of the province, but is restricted to the geographical 
environment and economic progress is backward wait for a reason, coal production 
enterprise management there are many difficulties, to the coal tax collection 
management job brings a lot of problems. Guizhou province Bijie area Baili 
Rhododendron scenery scenic spot area under the jurisdiction of coal large coal 
enterprise to have many 30, long-term since, by the local geographical environment, 
affected by the regional economic effects in the management of large, still with 
"artificial management way ", the inherent disadvantages of artificial management 
style led to a large number of tax loss 
Baili Rhododendron Local Taxation Branch Bureau was established at the 
beginning, I started thinking about how to do a good job of coal tax collection, how to 
plug loopholes in tax collection and management, how to put the technology really 
applied to coal tax collection and other issues. Branch Bureau establish " take the 
information, intelligent road, solve the bottleneck problem of restricting coal tax 
collection " working train of thought, decided to R & D " coal tax collection 
management system ". The Baili Rhododendron Local Taxation Branch Bureau to 
entrust, according to the Guizhou province Bijie area Baili Rhododendron scenery 
area of coal business management and tax revenue management work carried out 
detailed research, according to the area of the " ad valorem percentage " tax collection 
pattern as well as the existing equipment conditions were targeted design, put forward 
" electronic bill management as the core of the collection of taxes and fees " system 
design. Design of the " coal tax collection and management system " of enterprises 
and the tax authority to direct the network communication, such as the enterprise 
through the network to the tax authority for tax bill, reporting, tax authorities through 
the network to achieve real-time monitoring functions, enterprises in the coal sales 















enterprises in the coal sales, transportation, check the implementation of collection of 
taxes the paperless and automation, finally through the integration of all enterprise 
existing " wellhead weighing system ", and combined with the design of " yard 
monitoring system ", " billing management system ", " automatic ticket comparison 
system " and " traffic monitoring system ", achieve for coal enterprises from 
production, inventory, sales volume and sales to the regulated more reach the 
designated position, greatly improving the efficiency of tax collection, tax evasion 
phenomenon gets effective keep within limits. Achieved in the office can manage coal 
mine dream, make coal local taxes and fees of the run, run, drip, leak phenomenon 
effectively, improve the scientific and efficient management of coal taxes and fees 
levied. 
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